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Possessive nouns show ownership by one or more things.

Complete the sentences using the correct singular or plural possessive 
form of the word violin.

When they’re all played together, the  _____________________  
sound is truly magical!

My  _____________________  second string needs to be tightened.

Name: 
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Spell the words after adding the suffix -ing.

 pluck 

 strum 

 tap 

 chime 

Circle the common nouns in the sentence. Underline the proper nouns.

Amari  and  her  parents  are  visiting  London,  and  they  bought  tickets  to  a  concert   

performed  by  the  Royal  Philharmonic  Orchestra.

Beethoven was a talented german composer.

Circle the word with an error. Then check 
the box that describes the broken rule.

Capitalize adjectives.

Capitalize proper nouns.

Capitalize nationalities.

Capitalize job titles.

Use your vocabulary, spelling, and homophone 
knowledge to complete the sentences with 
the correct word.

The band conductor wears a nice  

________________  on stage.

This musical  ________________   

has five different parts.

Lucas’s parents bought  

him a  ________________ 

treat after the  

performance.

 suite  sweet  suit



Rewrite the sentence correctly.
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Two or more independent clauses can be joined into one 
compound sentence using a comma and a conjunction 
such as and, but, or yet.

Read the following lines taken from a larger piece of writing.

Circle the genre that the piece of writing could be.  
Then say how you know.

 poetry  fable  realistic  fiction  legend

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Add the missing comma to each sentence. Underline the 
conjunctions.

Santiago is catching fireflies but he won’t keep them. 

They don’t live long so we’ll release them later.

Name: 
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Some adverbs describe how 
frequently things happen.

Circle all frequency adverbs.

enormous pleasing

numerous dull

colorful few

creepy tiny

Draw a line to match each word with 
its antonym.

Why do’nt spider get stuck in their webs like 
flys do?

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

3 errors

rarely  often brightly

always above sometimes

very usually anywhere

“Well,” said Caterpillar, “one day I shall transform into a  
beautiful butterfly, and then I’ll be able to fly too.”

“I don’t believe you,” said Bumblebee.
“I think you’re pulling all six of my legs,” said Ladybug.
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Use the correct word to complete each sentence.

The rulers are working to grow  ________________  country’s  
economy.

________________  making new trade deals with other nations.

The economic outlook  ________________  is very bright!

 they’re their there

Metaphors compare two things without using words 
such as like or as.

Underline the two things being compared in the 
sentence. Then tell what the metaphor means.

The  king  was  a  mighty  lion  when  it  came  to  

protecting  his  people.

_________________________________________________

Correctly spell each word.

Name: 

Circle the four letters that should be capitalized.

the first official document that said english kings weren’t above 

the law was the magna carta.
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Complete the sentences with the past tense form of the indicated verb.

The king and queen  _____________________  the kingdom together.

They  _____________________  a strong nation.

They  _____________________  their people many years of peace.

(lead)

 Incorrect Correct

 perls 

 monirch 

 honar 

(made by oysters)

(royal ruler)

(respect; reputation)

(build)

(bring)



modern  centuries  old  high-quality  ugly
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Fragments are clauses that are not complete sentences on their 
own. They are usually missing a subject or a verb.

Combine the independent clause and fragment below into one 
complete sentence.

Carpenters can make things. Like doors, windows, and cabinets.

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Professional  electricians  are  coming   

to  do  the  wiring  next  week   

Ms.  DeLano  said.

Add a comma and quotation marks in the correct places.Add an affix to the given word 
to match each definition.

measure
to measure again:

_____________________________

stable
quality of being stable:

_____________________________

aligned
incorrectly lined up:

_____________________________

Name: 

Use context clues to determine the meaning of the bold 
word. Then circle the word or words that mean roughly the 
same thing.

Unlike designs from decades ago, contemporary  
architecture often uses simple lines and shapes.
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Rewrite the sentence correctly.

The architects easy drawed the plans themselfs.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

3 errors
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Complete the sentence with the correct subject.

Thanks to Hayley’s green thumb, our garden is 

healthy and lush!

______________________________________________

Did you know what’s good for one plant can be deadly for another? Some plants grow 
better in dirt that’s a little acidic. Others are the opposite and need basic soil. Some need lots 
of sunlight, while some mostly need shade. And don’t forget water! Some plants need daily 
watering. Others will die if you do that. If a plant has a thick, waxy coating, that could be a 
hint you shouldn’t water it very often.

That might seem like a lot to keep track of. It’s worth it, though! Just like plants, 
people need to do different things to stay healthy. Studies show gardening can 
help. It’s good exercise, and it helps lower your mood and stress levels.

Based on the text, what might you infer a waxy 
plant needs?

 a. acidic soil  b. lots of sun  c. less water

Complete the analogy.

basic : acidic big : __________________

What is the main idea of the passage?

 a. Plants are difficult to care for.

 b. Different plants have different needs.

 c. Gardening is one way to get exercise.

Name: 

Underline the idiom. Then tell what it means.

The  ________________  need to be trimmed.

 shrub  shrubs
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17  Fern  Lane  Hickory  IL  28713

Add commas to make the  
address below correct.

Circle the correctly spelled words.

pollin  blossum  petals 

pollinator  nutrients  soyle

wither  leafy  organik



measure
to measure again:

_____________________________
stable
quality of being stable:

_____________________________
aligned
incorrectly lined up:

_____________________________

The king and queen  ________  
the kingdom together.

They  ________  a strong nation.

They  ________  their people 
many years of peace.
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led

built

brought

Complete the sentences using 
the correct singular or plural 
possessive form of the word 
violin.

Spell the words after adding  
the suffix -ing.

 pluck 

 strum 

 tap 

 chime 

Circle the common nouns in 
the sentence. Underline the 
proper nouns.

Amari  and  her  parents  are  

visiting  London,  and  they  

bought  tickets  to  a  concert  

performed  by  the  Royal  

Philharmonic  Orchestra.

Beethoven was a talented 
german composer.

Circle the word with an error. 
Then check the box that  
describes the broken rule.

Capitalize adjectives.

Capitalize proper nouns.

Capitalize nationalities.

Capitalize job titles.

The band conductor wears 
a nice  ________________  on 
stage.

This musical  ________________   
has five different parts.

Lucas’s parents bought  
him a  ________________ 
treat after the performance.

 suite  sweet  suit

When they’re all played  
together, the _______________  
sound is truly magical!

My ____________ second string 
needs to be tightened.

violins’

suit

suite

violin’s
sweet

plucking 

strumming 

tapping 

chiming 

Rewrite the sentence correctly.Circle the genre that the 
piece of writing could be.  
Then say how you know.

poetry  fable  realistic  

fiction  legend

__________________________

Add the missing comma to 
each sentence. Underline the 
conjunctions.

Santiago is catching fireflies, 
but he won’t keep them.  

They don’t live long, so we’ll 

release them later.

Some adverbs describe how 
frequently things happen.

Circle all frequency adverbs.enormous pleasing

numerous dull

colorful few

creepy tiny

Draw a line to match each 
word with its antonym.

Why do’nt spider get stuck in 
their webs like flys do?

____________________________

3 errors rarely  often brightly

always above sometimes

very usually anywhere
Answers may vary.  
An example is: It has talking 
insects and it’s not written like 
a poem.

Why don’t spiders get stuck in 
their webs like flies do?

Use the correct word to  
complete each sentence.

The rulers are working to grow  
_________  country’s  
economy.

_________  making new trade 
deals with other nations.

The economic outlook  
_________  is very bright!

they’re their there

Underline the two things being 
compared in the sentence. 
Then tell what the metaphor 
means.

The  king  was  a  mighty  lion  

when  it  came  to  protecting  

his  people.

_____________________________

Correctly spell each word. Circle the four letters that 
should be capitalized.

the first official document 

that said english kings weren’t 

above the law was the  

magna carta.

Complete the sentences with 
the past tense form of the 
indicated verb. Incorrect Correct

 perls 

 monirch 

 honar 

(made by oysters)

(royal ruler)

(respect; reputation)
Answers may vary. Examples 
are: The king was brave.  
The king was fierce.

The architects easily drew the 
plans themselves.

Carpenters can make things 
like doors, windows, and  
cabinets.

pearls

monarch

honor

remeasure

stability

misaligned

their

They’re

there

modern  centuries  old
 high-quality  ugly

Combine the independent 
clause and fragment below 
into one complete sentence.

Carpenters can make things.
Like doors, windows, and  
cabinets.

______________________________

“Professional  electricians  are  

coming  to  do  the  wiring  

next  week,”  Ms.  DeLano  

said.

Add a comma and quotation 
marks in the correct places.

Add an affix to the given word 
to match each definition.

Use context clues to determine 
the meaning of the bold word. 
Then circle the word or words 
that mean roughly the same 
thing.
Unlike designs from decades 
ago, contemporary  
architecture often uses simple 
lines and shapes.

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

The architects easy drawed 
the plans themselfs.

_____________________________

3 errors

Complete the sentence with 
the correct subject.

Thanks to Hayley’s green thumb, 

our garden is healthy and lush!

_____________________________Based on the text, what might 
you infer a waxy plant needs?
a. acidic soil  b. lots of sun  
c. less water
Complete the analogy.
basic : acidic big : ________

What is the main idea of the 
passage?
a.  Plants are difficult to care for.
b.  Different plants have differ-

ent needs.
c.  Gardening is one way to 

get exercise.

Underline the idiom. Then tell 
what it means.

The  ____________  need to be 
trimmed.

 shrub  shrubs

shrubs

small

17  Fern  Lane, Hickory, IL  28713

Add commas to make the  
address below correct.

Circle the correctly spelled 
words.

pollin  blossum  petals 

pollinator  nutrients  soyle

wither  leafy  organik
Answers may vary: good with 
plants


